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Hopscotch Bellybutton - absorbing ephemeral contradiction. 

Knuckle crawling chill - 

- tornado. Chisels hollow blaze 

pinching luminous nil... 

 

Abrasive 

Lightning drone devoid of perilous bliss 

Flattens nasty compassionate thunder 

Charge -  

lemon muzzle hectic sound: 

Phasing cuddly. 

 

Suave Domino combative glitter -  

Frantic parcels frame the knot; 

 

Kettle whistle - farewell chord. 

 

Comatose flinch: 

- eerie 

 

Detached Gargantuan  

Pigeon in a bearskin 

Spells bitter guzzling curve 

 

Faint teeth dancing 

Appalling  

Crunch thumb crisp 



Mirror Ox 

Flip  

murky flutter apparition - 

Gasp 

 

Pony Bawling "Horseradish!" 

Ray Feigned Bash - Crimson 

Awkward misshapen Lollipop harpoon missing 

Just a little... 

 

Gurgling 

 

Nebulous bottom bludgeoning: 

Blunt Banana smoke blip. 

- graceful frightening blush - foul 

Freckled cloud rattling tremor,  

wink-wink - Zero 

 

gibberish pounds sweat drops  

slap the Guts - Kibosh. 

percussive pearls -  

bats hideous blank... perplexing hop 

atrocious rain - stunned grin. 

 

Blackout 
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heartbeat, alien. 

Thunderous drums, demonic growls, tortured screams, droning feedback 

 

blink 

???? ?? ????? ?????????? ???????? 

-???????? — ?????, ??????? ? 

????????????? ? ???????. 

???? ?? ????? ?????????? ????????-???????? 

— ?????, ??????? ? ????????????? ? ???????. 

 

Boom pause twang 

clap squeak hah haw 

whop rumble splat 

 

bang, bash, bat, bonk, bop: 

- ...KNEE, 

 

Tick off: THONG: 

- tang; 

- throng; 

- tongue; 

- think 

strong, 

though... 

- bhang; 

- bong; 

 

chafe, dander: - warmth.: 



abrades scratch 

from 

the screw thread - helical, anfractuous   

...swat/. 

 

soothing ruffle: 

"ire" "worms" 

athwart 

 

"???????". 
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lackadaisical sigh 

- draws particular bamboozle 

 

in the head: 

elbow forest grows 

 

- plash of the drone, 

giggling - slap / 

improper bellow wallows. 

 

sudden jump of the hair – 

bittersweet feel, 

murky, amusing - like a clam blubber 

knuckle tick tock 

- knock-knock chop. 

 

Then - glitter bizarre – 



guzzling bliss, 

jagged blow 

- thought of the sweat rain... 

 

jerk hoop – 

flap, 

beehive blurt. 

 

blemish sound. negative 

. 
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the bubble lays down, 

covers itself with a sheet 

- goes to sleep. but how? 

 

Clack 

 - elaborate blue. missing 

frightening smooth, heaving blush. 

 

crab attacks flowers. savage cuts. 

 

rays of light dance around. 

 

Fog is coming to dissolve it all. 

 

empty place. And then a hill starts growing, 

swelling more and more - and then 

it turns into a volcano - huffy, perplexing 



timid stillness 

 

 


